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Holomorphic curvature of Finsler metries and complex geodesics

by Marco Abate and Giorgio Patrizio

o. Introduction

H D is a bounded convex domain in ce" , then the work of Lempert [Ll and Royden
Wong [RW] (see also [Al) show that given any point p E D and any non-zero tangent
vector v E a;n at p, there exists a holomorphic map cp: U -+ D from the unit disk U C ce
into D passing through P and tangent to v in P which is an isometry with respect to the
hyperbolic distance of U and the Kobayashi distance of D. Furthermore if D is smooth
and strongly convex tben given P and v this holomorphic disk is uniquely detennined.

For a general complex manifold it is bard to determine whether or not such complex
curves, called complex geodesics in [V], exist. Therefore it is natural to investigate the
special properties enjoyed by the Kobayashi metric of a strongly convex domain. In this
case it is known that the Kobayashi metric is a strongly pseudoconvex smooth complex
Finsler metric. Furthermore, for a suitable notion of holomorphic curvature (see below),
this metric in convex domain has negative conatant holomorphic curvature (cf. [W], [8],
[R]).

In [AP] it was started a systematic differential geometrical study of complex geodesics
in the framework of complex Finsler metrics. As in ordinary Riemannian geometry it is
natural to study geodesics as solutions of an extremal problem and not as globally length
minimizing curves, so in our case the natural notion turns out to be the one of geodesie
complex curves, i.e., of holomorphic maps from the unit disk into the manifold sending
geodesics for tbe hyperbolic metric into geodesics for the given Finsler metric. For instance,
the annulus in <V has no complex geodesics in the sense of [V], whereas the usual universal
covering map is a geodesic complex curve in the previous sense.

It was shown in [AP] tbat geodesic complex curves for complex Finsler metrics satisfy
a system of partial differential equations and, under suitable hypotheses, it was given an
uniqueness theorem. Bere we shall be concerned with the question of existence.

The further ingredient needed to attack this problem is the notion of holomorphic
curvature of complex Finsler metrics. Given a complex manifold M and a complex Finaler
metric F: Tl,O M -+ IR, Le., a nonnegative upper semicontinuous function such that

F(Pi ~v) = 1~IF(Pi v)

for all (Pi v) E T1,o M and ~ E ce, the holomorphic curvature of F at p in the direction v is
the supremum of the Gaussian curvature at the origin of tbe (pseudo)hermitian metrics on
the unit disk obtained by pulling back F via holomorphic maps tp: U -+ M with tp(O) = P
and tp'(O) = ~v for some ~ E ce·. Here, following [H], we make the choice of computing
the Gaussian curvature using the weak laplacian ratber then using Ahlfors' notion of
supporting metrics; this approach seems to be more natural for our applications and has
a better connection with the usual hennitian geometry. We remark that if F is the nonn
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associated to a hermitian metric, then Wu in [Wu] showed that this definition yields the
usual holomorphic sectional curvature in the direction v.

In seetion 1 we give a survey of the elementary implications of this notion of holo
morphie curvature of eomplex Finsler metries gotten by application of Ahlfors' lemma
and of its sharp form due to Heins [H]. For instance, as one eould expect, it is easy to
prove a hyperbolicity criterion in terms of negatively curved upper semicontinuous Finsler
metric (cf. Corollary 1.5). As for the investigation of geodesie complex eurves and differ
ential geometrie properties of intrinsie metrics, not much can be achieved without sorne
smoothness assumptions. One of the few general facts obtained here is the explanation
(Proposition 1.6) in terms of the holomorphie curvature of the known property of the
Carathoodory metric that a holomorphic disk which is an isometry at one point is in
fact an infinitesimal isometry at every point (i.e., an infinitesimal complex geodesie in the
tenninology introdueed in [V]). FUrthermore, in Proposition 1.7 it is given a very weak
characterization of the Kobayashi metric which nevertheless is usefullater in the paper.

In order to prove more signifieant results it is necessary to consider the case of smooth
Finsler metric, Le., such that F E Coo (Tl ,0 M \ {Zero seetion}), which are in addition
strongly pseudocoovex, that is such that for every p E M the indicatrix

is strongly pseudoconvex. Under these assumptioos in section 2 we show how to compute
the holomorphic curvature KF of F by mea.ns of a tensor explicitly defined in tenns of
F and which agrees with the usual one in case F is the nonn associated to a hermitian
metric. The tensor K F is also coosidered from a slightly different point of view by Roydeo
in [R].

After this preparation we address the problem of the existeoce of geodesic complex
curves in section 3. Let

for (E U, and
r O' - GOPG .

ji - Pi"

where G = F2, lower indices iodieate derivatives (with respect to the coordinates of the
manifold those after semicolon, with respect to the coordinates of the tangent space the
others), (Gop) = (GO'p)-land we are using the UBUal summation conveotion. From results
of [AP] it follows that the geodesic complex curves are holomorphic maps cp: U -+ M
satisfying, for Q:" = 1, ... ,n,

(0.1)

and an additional set of equations which automatically hold if along tbe curve the metric
F satisfies a Kähler condition introduced by Rund [Ru2], which reduces to the usua! one
for hermitian metries.

The holomorphic solutions of (0.1) have niee properties 00 their own. For instance,
they realize the holomorphic curvature at every point for the direction tangent to the
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disk, and if they are isometry at the origin then they are infinitesimal complex geodesics
(cf. Proposition 3.2). Dur first main result (Theorem 3.3) describes necessary and suffi
cient conditions for the holomorphic solvability of (0.1), and hence for the existence (and
uniqueness) of complex geodesics through a given point and direetion.

The charaeterization given in Theorem 3.3 ia completely expressed in terms of the
metrie, but rather technieal; to give a clearer geometrie characterization it is necessary
to bring the eurvature into the pieture. The previous list of properties of holomor
phie solutions of (0.1) shows that a natural necessary eondition is that F has constant
negative holomorphic curvature. This is almost sufficient; to get the eorreet geometrie
conditions it is necessary to introduce a further tensor, defined on the sphere bundle
SI,O M = {(Pi e) E T 1 ,0 M I F(p;~) = I}. Set for 0 = 1, ... , n,

Ha(v) = HaiPJVIlV1-;J = [(Grjir~aJ)i - (Grpr~J)a] vllVitJ,

where r~J = (GaPGpii);J' To understand the meaning of this tensor, let us consider
the ease of a hermitian metrie. Then H aip} = RiaP} - RaifJ.j, where R is the Riemanman
curvature tensor of the Chern connection as80ciated to the hermitian metric. In particular,
H aijlJ =0 ia equivalent to ~T =0, where T is the torsion form of the Chern connectionj T
is a T1 ,0 M-valued 2-form vanishing exactly when the given metrie is Kähler. In conclusion,
H may be interpreted as torsion of a curvature tensor, and Ha =0 as a simmetry condition
on the curvature - cf. (3.29).

Using the tensor H we may finally summanze our main results. We have (Theo
rem 3.6):

Theorem 0.1: Let M be a complex manifold equipped witb a strongly pseudoconvex
smootb complete Finsler metric F. Tben there exists a unique holomorpbic solution
r.p: U -+ M of (0.1) with c,o(O) = p and c,o'(O) = e for any (p; e) E SI,O M Hf tbe holo
morpmc curvature K F = -4 and Ha = 0 for a11 o.

In other words, the existence and uniqueness of holomorphic 8Olutions of (0.1) is
equivalent to eonstant negative holomorphic curvature and a simmetry eondition on a
curvature tensor. FUrthennore, it turns out the the Kähler condition along a holomorphic
solution of (0.1) holds iff it holds at one point, and thus (Corollary 3.9)

Theorem 0.2: Let M be a complex manifold equipped with a strongly pseudoconvex
smootb complete Finsler metric F. Assume tbat tbe holomorpmc curvature KF =-4 and
tbat Ha =0 for all o. Take (Po; eo) E SI,O M. Then there is a (a fortiori unique) geodesie
complex curve passing througb Po tangent to ~o iff the Käbler condition bolds at (Po; eo).

From this result it is also possible to obtain a geometrie chaxacterization of the
Kobayashi metric. The following corollary (Corollary 3.10) improves results of Pang [P]
and it is closely related to those of Faran [F]:

Corollary 0.3: Let F be a strongly pseudoconvex smooth complete Fjnsler metnc with
constant bolomorphjc curvature K F =-4 and such that Ha =0 for a11 a. Tben F is tbe
Kobayashi metric of M.

The second named author thanks the Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik of Bonn
for its hospitality and support while this paper was eompleted.
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1. Holomorphic curvature for semicontinuous metrics

Let U denote the unit disk in the complex plane. A pseudohermitian metric Jlg of sca1e 9
on U is the upper semicontinuous pseudometric on the tangent bundle of U defined by

(1.1)

where g: U -+ m.+ is a non-negative upper semicontinuouB function BUch that Sg = g-1(0)
is a discrete subset of U.

H Jlg is a standard hermitian metric on U, Le., gis a 0 2 positive function, the Gaussian
curvature of fLg is defined by

1
K(fLg) = --ßlogg,

2g

where ß· denotes the usual Laplacian

(1.2)

(1.3)

The (lower) generalized Laplacian of an upper semicontinuous fWlction u is defined by

1 { 1 12
11' • }ßU() = 4liminf 2" -2 u( +reis) d8 - u() .

r-O r 1r 0
(1.4)

It is worlhwhile to remark explicitely some features of this definition. First of all, when u
is a function of class 01. in a neighbourhood of the point (0, (1.4) actually reduces to (1.3).
In fact, for r small enough we can w~te

hence

and the claim follows.
Second, if u is an upper semicontinuous function, it is easy to see that ßu ~ 0 is

equivalent to the submean property; so ßu ~ 0 iff u is subharmonic.
Finally, if (0 is a point of loeal maximum for u, then clearly ßU(o) ~ O.
Now let fLg be a pseudobennitian metric on U. Then the Gaussian curvature K(Jlg)

of Jlg is the function defined on U \ 8 9 by (1.2) - using the generalized Laplacian (1.4);
clearly, if fLg is a standard hermitian metric, ,K(Jlg) reduced to the usual Gaussian CurvR

ture.
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The idea behind the classical Ahlfors lemma is to compare a generic pseudohermitian
metric with an extremal one - usually the Poincare metric. For a > 0, let 9a: U -t lR+
be defined by

1
90() = a(1 -1(12)2;

then IJa = 90 d( ® d( is a hennitian metric of constant Gaussian curvature K(IJo) = -4a.
Of course, Jll is the standard Poincare metric on U.

The cl8Ssical Ahlfors lemma is true in this more general situation:

Proposition 1.1: Let IJg = 9 d( ® d( be a pseudobennitian metrie on U such tbat
K(Jlg) ~ -4a on U \ 8 g for some a > O. Then 9 ~ 9a'

Proof: The proof follows closely the classical one due to Ahlfors. For tbe sake of com
pleteness we report it here.

For 0 < r < 1, define Ur = {( E ~ 11(1 < r} and 9~: Ur -t IR+ by

and set Ir = 9/9~ : Ur -t IR+. Being upper semicontinuous, 9 is bounded on Ur; since
g~() --. +00 aB 1(1 --. r, tbere is a point (0 E Ur of maximum for Ir. Clearly, (0 rt Sg;
hence

By aBsumption, K (Jl 9 )((0) ::; -4a; therefore (1.5) yields g( (0) ::; 9~ ((0) and thus, by the
choice of (0,

V( E Ur g() ::; go(/r).

Letting r --t 1- we obtain the assertion. 0

To complement this result, we recall a theorem due to Beins [H, Theorem 7.1], showing
that Jlg =F Jla in the statement of Proposition 1.1 implies that 9 is strictly less than go
everywhere:

Theorem 1.2: (Heins) Let Jlg = 9 d( ® d( be a pseudohennitian metne on U such
that K(Jlg) ::; -4a on U \ 5g for some a > O. Assume there is (0 E U \ S9 such that
g(o) = go(o). Then Jlg =Jla'

Now we start looking to the several variables situation. H M is a complex manifold, we
shall denote by TM its real tangent bundle endowed with the almost-complex structure J
induced by the complex structure of M; by TC M the complexification of TM and by Tl ,0M
the (I,O)-part (i.e., the i-eigenspace of J) of TC M. As weIl known, T1,o M is naturally
complex-isomorphic to TM. In this paper we shall mainly use TI,o M 88 representative of
the tangent bundle of M, except for an argument needed in section 3.

A complex Finsler metne F on a complex n-dimensional (n ;::: 1) manifold M is an
upper semicontinuous map F: Tl,O M --t IR+ satisfying
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(i) F(p; v) > 0 for all p E M and v E T~'OM with V 'I- Oj

(ii) F(p; AV) = IAIF(Pi v) for all pE M, V E T;'o M and AE <E.

We shall sistematically denote by G: Tl.O(M) -+ IR+ the function G = F2. Note that,
thanks to condition (ii), the definition oflength of a smooth curve in a Riemannian manifold
makes sense in this context too; so we may agam associate to F a topological distance on M,
and we shall say that F is complete if this distance is. For the same reason, it makes sense
to call (real) geodesics the extremals of the length functional. General introductions to
real Finsler geometry are [Ru1, B]. .

Take P E M and v E T; ,0M, v I- O. The holomorpbic curvature K F(p; v) of F at (p; v)
is given by

where the supremum is taken with respect to the family of all holomorphic maps <p: U -+ M
with <p(O) = p and cp'(O) = AV for sorne A E (V*, and K(cp*G) is the Gaussian curvature dis
cussed so far of the pseudohermitian metric <p*G on U. Clearly, tbe holomorphic curvature
depends only on the complex line in T;'o M spanned by v, and not on v itself.

Tbe holomorphic curvature may also be defined (see e.g. [S]) taking the supremum
with respect to the family of all holomorphic maps cp: Ur -+ M with <p(O) = p and cp'(O) = v,
where Ur C <V is the disk of center the origin and radius r. We chose the given definition
to stress the similarities with the definitions of the Kobayashi and Carathoodory metrics.

H F is a complex Finsler metric on U - and so G = F 2 is a pseudohermitian metric
G = 9 d( ® d( on U -, apriori we have defined two curvatures for F: KF«(; 1) and
K(G)(C). As anybody way guess, they actually coincidej this is a consequence of

Lemma 1.3: Let Jlg = 9 d( 0 d( be a pseudohennitian metric on U, and <p: U -+ U a
bolamorphie self-map alU. Then on U \ [cp-l(8g ) U 8lp"/]

Prool: Let {9n} be a sequence of C 2 functions such that gn 2:: gn+l and with 9n(X) -+ g(x).
Then on U \ [cp-l (S9n) U S~] ::> U \ [<p-l(Sg) U Slp~] we have

Letting n -+ +00 and applyjng the dominated convergence theorem we get the assertion. 0
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The holomorphic curvature defined in this way is clearly invariant under holomorphic
isometries. More generally, if f: M --+ N is holamorphie and F is a Finsler metric on N,
we have

K F (I(z); dfz ( v)) 2: K f· F ( Z j v),

that is f* K F 2: K f • F.

When F is ahonest smooth hermitian metric on M, KF(P; v) coincides with the usual
holomorphic sectional curvature of F at (p; v) (see [Wul). The wm of this section is to
extend a couple of results already known for hermitian metrics to this more general case.

A piece of terminology: we say that a complex Finsler metric F has bolomorphic
curvature bounded above (below) by a CODstant c E IR if KF(Pj v) :::; c (respectively,
KF(P; v) ~ c) for all (p; v) E T1,o M with v f= O.

Dur first result is the usual several variables version of Ahlfors' lemma:

Proposition 1.4: Let F be a complex Finsler metric on a complex manifold M. Assume
that tbe bolomorphic curvature of F is bounded above by a negative constant -4a, for
same a > O. Then

cp* F :$ p,o (1.6)

for a11 bolamorphie maps c.p: U --+ M.

Praof: cp* F is a pseudohermitian metric on U; by assmnption (and by Lemma 1.3),
K(cp* F) :$ -4a. Then the assertion follows from Proposition 1.1. 0

As a consequence, we obtain a generalization of a well-known criterion ofhyperbolicity:

Corollary 1.5: Let M be a complex ma.nifold admitting a (complete) complex Finsler
metric F with holomorphic curvature bounded above by a negative constant. Tben M is
(complete) byperbolic.

Praof: Up to multiplying F by a suitable constant, we may assume K F :::; -4. Let d denote
the distance induced by Fon M, and w the Poincare distance on U. Then Proposition 1.4
yields

for all (I, (2 E U and holomorphic maps cp: U --+ M. But this immediately implies
(cf. [K, Proposition N.1.4]) that the Kobayashi distance kM of M is bounded below by d,
and the assertion folIows. 0

In particular, then, a complex manifold admitting a complete complex Finsler metric
with holomorphic curvature bounded above by a negative constant is necessarily taut.

The notion of holomorphic curvature for (non-smooth) Finsler metric has been intro
duced recently in connection with the Carath60dory and Kobayashi metrics. In particular,
Wong [W] and 8uzuki [8] (see also [Bun have shown that the holomorphic curvature of
the Carathoodory metric is bounded above by -4, whereas the holomorphic curvature of
the Kobayashi metric is bounded below by -4.

An interesting immediate consequence of this is an interpretation in terms of curvature
of a wen known property of the Carathoodory metric:
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Proposition 1.6: Let F be a complex Finsler metnc on a manifold M witb bolomorpbic
curvature bounded above by -4. Let If': U ~ M be a bolomorpbic map. Then tbe following
are equivalent:

(i) If'* F(0; 1) = F (If'(0); If" (0)) = 1, that is If' is an isometry at tbe ongin between the
Poinca.rC metric on U and F;
(ii) If' is an inDnitesimal complex geodesie, that is If'*F is the Pomcare metric oE U.

PraoE: By definition and Lemma 1.3, the Gaussian curvature of If'*F is bounded above
by -4. The assertion follows from Heins' Theorem 1.2. 0

Bounds on the holomorphic curvature allow to compare a complex Finsler metric to
the Kobayashi metric - and maybe to prove that a given Finaler metric actually ia the
Kobayashi metric. For instance, Pang [P] and Faran [F] gave conditions under which a
smooth complex Finsler metric of constant negative holomorphic curvature coincidea with
the Kobayashi metric. We shall discuss the smooth case in detail in the next two sectionsj
here, to provide the right set-up to the problem, we examine a bit the general situation.

We need an auxiliary notion to formulate our observation. Let F be a complex Finsler
metric on a manifold M, and take (p; v) E Tl ,0M. We say that F is realizable at (p; v)
if there is a holomorphic map cp: U ~ M such that 1f'(0) = p and >"'1f"(0) = v with
1>"'1 = F(p; v). In other worda, If' is an isometry at the origin between the Poincare metric
of U and F.

Obviously, the Kobayashi metric is realizable in auy taut manifold; on the other hand,
as a consequence of the next result, the Caratheodory metric is realizable iff it coincides
with the Kobayashi metric.

Proposition 1.7: ~et F be a complex Finsler metnc on a manH'old M, and cboose
(Po; va) E TI,aM. Then:

(i) H F is realizable at (Po; va), then F(Po; va) ;::: KM(PO; va);
(ii) H K F ::; -4, then F ::; KM"

(iii) H F is realizable at (Po; va) and Kp ::; -4, then F(po; va) = KM(Po; va).

PraoE: (i) Let <p: U -+ M be a holomorphic map with 1f'(0) = Po and Va = >"'4"(0) such
that F(Po; va) = 1>"'1. Then

F(po; va) = j>"'1 ;::: KM(Po; vo).

(ii) Take (p; v) E TI,O M and let <p: U ~ M be a holomorphic map with 1f'(0) = p
and v = >"'<p'(0). Then If'*C is a pseudoherrnitian metric on U with Gaussian curvature
bounded above by -4 (by Lemma 1.3); it follows from Proposition 1.1 that If'*C ::; JlI.
Thus

F(p; v) = F(4'(0); >"'4" (0)) = <p* F(O; >...) ::; 1>"'1.

Since this holds for all such <p, we get F ::; KM.
(iii) Obvious, now. 0

This is the best it can be done on the basis of Ahlfors' lemma and Heins' theorem
only. In order to get deeper results it is necessary to use more tools - a.s we shall see in
the smooth case discussed in tbe rest of the paper.
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2. Holomorphic curvature: the smooth case

In this section we shall derive a tensor expression of the holomorphic curvature of a smootb
complex Finsler metric.

First of all, we need a few definitions, notations and general formulas. Let F be a
complex Finaler metric on a complex manifold M, and set G = F 2 , as usual. We sball
assume that F is smooth, that is that F ia of dass C k (k ~ 4) out of tbe zero section of
T1,o M. By tbe way, (T1,O M)o will denote tbe complement in T1,o M of the zero section.

H (zl, ... ,zn) are local coordinates on M, a local section of T1,oM will be written as

and we shall use (Zl, ... , zn; VI, ... , vn) as local coordinates on T1,o M.
We shall denote by indexes like 0', ß and so o,n tbe derivatives with respect to the

v-coordinates; for instance,

GaP = iPG
8va8v fJ

On tbe otber hand, tbe derivatives witb respect to the z-coordinates will be denoted by
indexes after a semicolonj for instance,

or

A smootb complex Finsler metric F will be said strongly pseudoconvex if the F
indicatrices are strongly pseudoconvexes, Le., if the Levi matrix (GaP) is positive definite
on (T1,O M)o. As usual in hermitian geometry, we shall denote by (CaP ) tbe inverse matrix
of (Ga,b), and we shall use it to raise indexes. Tbe usual sununation convention will hold
througbout the rest of the paper.

The main (actually, almost the unique) property of tbe function G is its (l,l)-homo
geneity: we have

G(z;~v) = AAG(zjv) (2.1)

for all (Zj v) E T1,o M and A E <r. We now collect a number of fonnulas we shall use later
on which follows from (2.1). First of a.ll, differentiating with respect to va and vfJ we get

Ga(Z; ~v) = AGa(z; v),

GaP(z; ~v) = Gap(Z;V),

GaP(z; AU) = (>"'/~)GafJ(Zj v).

Thus differentiating witb respect to ~ or >... and then setting A= 1 we get

(2.2)
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(2.3)

where everything is evaluated at (z; v).
On the other hand, differentiating directly (2.1) with respect to ..\ or Xand putting

eventually ..\ = 1 we get

G a fJ-OafJ v v - , (2.4)

It is clear that we may get other formulas applying any differential operator a.cting only
on the z-coordinates, or just by conjugation. For instance, we get

G ,va - C'6'1 - '1,, , . (2.5)

and so on.
Asswning now F strongly pseudoconvex, we get another bWlch of fonnulas we shall

need later on. First of all, applying Goß to the first equation in (2.2) we get

(2.6)

(2.7)

and thus, applying (2.5),

G- GaPe - G .fJ;i a - ;a'

Recalling that (Gop) is the inverse matrix of (GaP), we may also compute derivatives
of GOP:

(2.8)

where D denotes auy first order linear differential operator. As a consequence of (2.3)
and (2.8) we get

G~jj va = _GOfi GIlP GIlfiii va = 0,

and recalling also (2.6) we obtain

G Gop - G GIlPGOye - GafiG Il - 0fJ ~ - - lJ Ilfi~ - - Ilfi~V - .

(2.9)

(2.10)

Now we may start to work. Dur first goal is to compute the holomorphic curvature
of our strongly pseudoconvex smooth complex Finsler rnetric F. Set

and choose p E M and ~ E 5;,0M. To compute KF(P; e) we should write the Gaussian
curvature at the origin of cp*G, where <p: U --+ M is auy holomorphic map with ep(O) = P
and v = ep'(O) = ..\~, where 1,\1 = F(p; v) = [ep*G(O; 1)]1/2.

Writing cp*G = g.d( Q9 d(, we have

g(() = G (ep( (); ept(()),
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and
* 1 2 82 (log g)

K(tp G)(O) = -2g(O)(ßlogg)(0) = -ßTi 8(8( (0).

The computation of the Laplacian yields

8
2
(logg) 1 IG ( ')( ')i G( ')( ,,)al~
8(8( = - G(cp; cp')2 ;i cP; cP tp + a cP; cP cP

+ G('Pli 'P') {G;ij('Pi 'P')('P') i( 'P')j +G"p( 'Pi 'P' )('P")"('P")fJ

+2Re [Göii(tp; tp')(tp')i(tp,,)a]}.

Hence writing 1] = cP"(0) we get

11

K(cp*G)(O) = - 2[G;i}(P;€) - Gji(P;€)Gi}(Pi€)]~iej

2 -
- j>:j4 [Gap(P; €) - Ga (Pi €)Gp(p; ~)] 11°11P (2.11)

- 1:'4 Re{A2 [G";i(Pi 0 - G"(Pi OG;i(Pi OW'l"}'

We must compute the supremum (with respect to A and 11) of this formula. For the
moment, let us consider ,\ fixed, and look for the infimum of

that is of
(2.12)

where

Aap = GaP(P; e) - Go(Pi e)Gp(p; €),
Bö;i = Göji(p; €) - Gö(Pi e)Gji(Pi e)·

Let us study the hermitian form (Aa ,8). By assumption, the matrix (Ga,8(P; e)) induces
a positive definite hermitian product on OJn j so we may decompose ~n accordingly as the
orthogonal sum of ete and its orthogonal (eve).l. Since, by (2.4) and (2.5),

AafJ 11°€fJ = Gap 11a€fJ - GaGp 11
aefJ = Ga 11

a
- Ga11

a = 0,

Bjj;i €iea = Ga;i eiea - GöGii e1~a = G;iei - - - Gjiei = 0,

for every TJ E CVn
, if we denote by

the orthogonal projection of 11 into (<t€).l, we get
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Lemma 2.1: Let F be a strongly pseudoconvex smootb complex Finsler metrjc on M,
and take p E M and ~ E 5;,0M. Tben I>. =0 on ~e and 1>.(il) = 1>.('1) {or al1 '1 E ~n.

So it suffices to study I>. on (~e).l. Note that fj E {cEe).L ür

0= Goß ilo~p = Goija j

therefore on (cEe).l we have
(2.13)

ß=l, ... ,n,

A -0 G -0
0{J '1 = 0{J '1 .

In particular (Aoß ) is positive definite on {(V~).l.

Thus 1A is a quadratic polynomial on {cEe).L with positive definite leading tennj hence
JA attains a minimum at ij E (cEe).L given by

A -0 \2B ~ioß TJ = -/\ ,8;i"-'

that is, by (2.13),

il o = -"A.2Go
ßB,8ji ei

, er = 1, ... , n.

Putting (2.14) into (2.12) we find that the minimum of J>. is

-IAI4 GO ß(Ba;) e~) (B{J;i ei
) < 0,

(2.14)

and thus (2.11) yields

K F(Pi ~) = -2 [GjiJ - GjiG ji - GoßBo,JB,8;i] ~i"[J.

Now, using (2.4) and (2.6) we get

Go ,BBo,JB,8ii = GoPGoiJGp;i - G;iGiJ;

therefore
KF(]J;e) = -2[G j iJ - G°,BGoiJGp;i]ei€i. (2.15)

It is easy to check (cf. [Wul) that when F is a standard hermitian metric on M, then
(2.15) reduces to the usual holomorphic sectional curvature in the direction ~.

There is a shorter way of writing KF. Set

ra - GO~G .'
;i - Pil'

then it is easy to check that

r r o a d i= .·-0 Z,18vo

is a {1,1)-tensor on {Tl,OM)o. Put r~J = {r~);Jj then, by (2.8),

r a - GO~G GovG/l~G G;iJ - P;ij - /lv;} jjji,

and so, by (2.6) and (2.7),

Gar~} = Gii} - G/lPGßjJGpii.

Summing up, we have proved the

(2.16)
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Proposition 2.2: Let F be a strongly pseudoconvex smooth complex Finsler metric on
M, and take (p;~) E SI,OM. Then the bolomorpbic curvature oE F in tbe direction oE ~ is

(2.17)

For future reference, we note here that more generally the holomorphie eurvature of F
in the direction of a non-zero veetor v E T;'o M - whieh eoincides with the holomorphie
eurvature in the direetion of ~ = v / F(pj v) - is given by the formula

(2.18)

3. Holomorphic curvature and geodesie complex curves

Let F be a (smooth) eomplex Finsler metrie on a manifold M. Let Ur denote tbe disk
{( E ce I I(I < r} in CV (with 0 < r :5 1), endowed with the restrietion of the Poineare
metrie of Uj note that Ur is a eonvex subset of U with respeet to the Poineare metrie.
A holomorphie map c.p: Ur -+ M is a segment oE infinitesimal complex geodesie if c.p. F is
the Poineare metrie on Un that is if c.p is a Ioeal isometry from the Poincare metrie to F.
On the other hand, c.p is said segment oE geodesie complex curve if the image via c.p of
any (real) geodesie in Ur is a (real) geodesie for F in M. In other words, c.p is a Ioeal
isometry and c.p(Ur) is a totally geodesie eompiex eurve in M. When r = 1, we shall talk.
of infinitesimal complex geodesics and geodesie complex eurves taut-court. In any ease, if
(p; v) = (c.p(O); c.p'(O») we say that c.p is tangent to (Pj v).

ln [AP] we showed that c.p is a segment of geodesie complex curve iff it is a holomorphic
solution of the system

a = 1, ... ,n, (3.1)

Gaß{c.pj c.p'){ c.p" + Ac.p')ß = [G ijQ{c.p; c.p') - GQii{c.pj c.p')] {c.p')i ,

where the prime stands for 8/8(, and A: U -+ a:: ia the funetion

a = 1, ... ,n, (3.2)

As we shall see later on, the main a.mount of informations ia eontained in equa
tion (3.1). For the moment, however, let us diseuss equation (3.2) a bit.

Let <p: Ur -+ M be a holomorphie solution of equation (3.1). Then, putting (3.1)
ioto (3.2), we find that c.p ia a segment of geodesie complex curve Hf

- that is i.ff along the curve c.p we have

a = 1, ... ,n. (3.3)
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In a more symmetrie way, following [Ru2] we may introduce the torsion tensor

To:iP = (GiP;o: - GiPpr~a) - (Gajjji - GO:jlpr~);

it is a (3,O)-teosor defined 00 (T1tOM)o. Then (3.3) is equivalent to
,." - i..Laijj vlJv = 0, a = 1, ... ,n.

8go: p 8gi"
8z i = 8zO:'

that is to the usual Kähler condition. For this reason, a strongly pseudoconvex BIll<x>th
complex Finsler metrie satisfying (3.3) will be said Kähler. Summing up, we have proved

Proposition 3.1: Let F be a strongly pseudoconvex smootb complex Finsler metric on
a manifold M. Then a bolomorphic solution <p oE (3.1) is a segment oE geodesie complex
curve iH' F is Käbler along <po

It is possible to write (3.3) in still another way. Set r pii = (r~)p; then, using (2.3),
(2.6) a.nd (2.8),

H G(Pi v)
reduces to

and so

Then

- go:~(p) vovP is a standard hermitian metric, then Go:p -

r a - -G-rPGo:iiG G· + GO:"G .Pii - -rvfJ 11;1 PI1;.,

Go:rpji = Gp;i - G,8-rr~,

Go"rß;i = Gp,,;i - GPP-rr~,

Gar~,8vi = GijPVi
•

o a.nd (3.3)

(3.4)

To:ijj = Gßjj(r~a - r~'i)' (3.5), t

P i_ fJ P i[Gija - Ga;i + Gaprj.]v - Gp(rija - r aji)V , (3.6)

and (3.3) is equivalent to Gp(r~o - r~'i)vi = 0 for a = 1, ... , n. We remark that when G
is a hermitian metric then I t

r a _ ajj 8gpp
P'i - 9 8"t Zl

and so they are the coefficients of the Cartan-Chern connection associated to the hermitian
metric. In particular, then, (3.5) shows that in this case T actually coincides with the
torsion tensor of the connection.

But let us now return to equation (3.1) and holomorphic curvature. We shall say that
a holomorphic curve <p: Ur --+ M realizes tbe holomorpbic curvature at 0 if

K(",*G)(O) = KF(",(O); ",'(0)).

More generally, <p realizes tbe holomorpbic curvature at (0 E Ur if t.p 0 '(0 realizes it at 0,
where

( +(0
,(o(() = 1 + (O(

is the unique automorphism of U sending the origin to (0 with positive derivative at O.
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Proposition 3.2: Let F be a strongly pseudoconvex smooth complex Finsler metric on
a manifold M, and let cp: Ur -+ M be a bolomorpbic solution oE (3.1). Then

(i) cp realizes the holomorphic curvature at eve.ry point of Ur;
(ii) if (cp(O); cp'(O)) E 5 1,0 M, then cp is a segment of inJinitesimal complex geodesie for F.

Proof: (i) By Lemma 2.1 and (2.14), a holomorphic ep: Ur -+ M realizes the holomorphic
curvature at 0 iff

'f/OI = _A2 GOIß(pj e)Bp;i(P; e) ei +c ea
, a = 1, ... , n, (3.7)

where p = ep(O), v = ep'(O) = Ae with eE 5;,0M, 'f/ = ep"(O) and C E ce. Since, by (2.6), we
have

(3.8)a = 1, ... ,n,

GaPB - r a G .tOl

P;i - ji - ;,"',

it follows that (3.7) is equivalent to

n a = -ro:(p' v)vi + c va., j" I,

with a possibly different CI E CU. But (3.8) with CI = 0 is just (3.1) evaluated in 0; so a
holomorphic solution of (3.1) realizes the holomorphic curvature at the origin.

Now take (0 E Ur, and set ,p = ep 0 '(0' Then
,p(O) = ep«(o);

,p'(O) = (1-1(012)ep'«(0);

,p"(0) = (1-1(012)2(cp"«(0) +A«(o)ep'«(o)).

So cp realizes the holomorphic curvature at (0 iff

(cp"«o) + A«(o)cp'«(o))01 = -r~(cp«(o)jcp'«(o))(ep'«(o))i + c2(cp'«O))0I,

and (i) follows.
(ii) Assume (3.1) holde. Then, recalling (2.6), we get

Ga( cpj cp')( cp")01 + AG(cpj cp') = Ga(<Pi <p') [(<p")01 + A(<P' )01]

= -GQ (<Pi cp' )r~ (cp; cp')(cp') i = -Gii(<P; 'P')( cp') i.

Therefore

:, [G( <Pj <p')] = G;i (<Pi <p/)(<p')i +Ga (<pj <p/)(<P"t = - AG(<Pi <p').

Now, along the curve t Ho e i9t we have

a 1 -i9 d
8( = 2e dt;

therefore t t-t G(<p( eiSt) j<P'(eiSt j) is a solution of the Cauchy problem

{
J'(t) = 1~tt2f(t),
1(0) = 1.

But J(t) = (1 - t2)-2 is a solution of the same problemj therefore

G( ( iSt). '( iSt)) _ 1
cp e ,cp e = (1-t2)2'

and we are done. o
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So the main point now is to find when (3.1) has a holomorphic solution. Assume
r.p: Ur -+ M is such a solution, and apply 8ja( to (3.1). We get

2 (')0' _ ra ( . ')( ')i~(')J + ra ( . ')( ')i( ")fJ (3.9)(1 - 1(12)2 t.p - iij t.p, t.p t.p t.p {lji t.p, t.p t.p t.p ,

where, as before, r~"J = (r~)'J and r~.. = (r~)a.
, I ' fJ" I fJ

Now, (2.2) and (2.9) yield

r a 7 - CaPe .7+ CaPe 7 - 0Pji v - iJ Pi' V PPji v - .

So we can replace t.p" by t.p" + At.p' in (3.9) and, calling in (3.1) again, we obtain

(3.10)

2 (')0' _ r O'
( • ')( ')i-(')i r a ( • ')rfJ ( . ')( ')1-(')i (3.11){I _ 1(12)2 t.p - i1J r.p, r.p r.p r.p - {Jjl t.p, t.p jJ t.p, t.p t.p t.p .

Now, if (t.p(0);t.p'(0») E, SI,O M, then Proposition 3.2.{ii) yields

therefore - setting v = t.p'{() - (3.11) becomes

a = 1, ... ,n. (3.12)

(3.13)

So (3.12) is a necessary condition for (3.1) to have a holomorphic solution. The interesting
fact is that it is sufficient too:

Theorem 3.3: Let F be a strongly pseudoconvex smooth complex Finsler metric on a
manifold M. Then the Cauchy problem

{
(<p")O +A(<P':o = - r~(<Pj <p')(<p')i fOT a = 1, ... ,n,

t.p(0) = p, t.p (0) = va,

admits a holomorphic solution for all (p; va) E SI,O M i1f (3.12) nolds. Furtnermore, tbe
solution, jf exists, is unique.

Proof: We have already proved one directionj so assume (3.12) holds.
For any eiS E sI, let consider the Cauchy problem

{
(ii(t)t = -A(t)(g(t)t - r~(g(t)j g(t)) (g(t))i, for a = 1, ... , n, (3.14)

g(O) = p, 9(0) = e,8vo .

The standard ODE theory provides us with an € > 0 and uniquely determined maps
gei': (-C, €) -+ M. solving (3.14). Define r.p: Ue -+ M by

t.p() = 9(/1(1(1(1), (3.15)
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and assume for a moment that r.p is holomorphic. Sinee, writing ( = te i ', we have
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and a ie
i
' [ a . a]

a( = 2t 80 -tt at ' (3.16)

it follows that

:~ CO = I~I g'/I'I(IW,

and thus cp is a holomorphic solution of (3.13). In conclusion, we must prove that, 88suming
(3.12), the map r.p defined by (3.15) is holomorphic. Note that, since a holomorphic map is
uniquely determined by its restrietion to the real axis, the uniqueness statement for (3.14)
implies that cp is the unique possible holomorphic solution of (3.13).

First of all, set fo(t) = tanh t and

(3.17)

Then
and

so 0'8 satisfies

{
Ö'~ = -r~(lT8; Ü8) Ü~, for a = 1, ... , n,
0'8(0) = p, 0'8(0) = ei8vo.

Set h = G(0'8; Ü8)' Then

h' G ( ') ., G ( ') "0= j' (18; (18 (18 + 0 (18; (18 U8

G ( ') ., G ( ') "07= ji (10;U8 U8 + oß U8;(18 UOUo

G ( ') ., G ( ') . ,"7"'ji' 0= j' U6;U8 (16 - Pi' 0'8;(18 Uou8 = .

So h(t) =h(O) = 1, and the eurve UB lifts to a eurve üo = duo = (uo; 0'0) in SI,OM.
Now, we define a global vector Held X E r(TI,O{SI,O M») by setting

X ,a r o , a
v = v -a. - ., v -a'Z1 , va (3.18)

where (zl, ... , zn; VI, ... ,vn ) are the Ioeal coordinates of v E (TI,O M)o. X is globally
defined because, as already remarked, the r~'s are the eomponents of a (l,l)-tensor fie1d
over (TI ,0 M)o j furthermore, it is easy to ch~ck that for vE SI,O M it is actually true that
Xii E T~ ,0 (SI,O M), as elaimed.

To proceed, we need to reeall a basic fact of complex differential geometry. Let N be a
compiex manifold, of eompiex dimension m. H we consider N with its real structure, then
TN is a (4m)-dimensional real veetor bundle on N endowed with a complex strueture J.
H we denote by TCN its compiexifieation, then T1, 0N is the i-eigenspace of J, and the
canonical isomorphisffi TI,ON -+ T N is given by

y ........ yo = Y+Y,
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where Y is the complex conjugate of Y in TCN. In particular, then,

lYO = i(Y - Y).

The aim of this observation is that, by construction, Ü8 is the integral curve in SI,OM
of the vector field XO starting at (p; ei(Jvo). H we denote by etXO the local one-parameter
group of diffeomorphisms induced by XO on SI,OM, we may then write

and (3.19)

where 1r: SI,O M --+ M is the canonical projection, and VA = (Pj va) E SI,O M.
We need another vector field on SI,OM. The map (eiS, (p; v)) t-+ (p; ei8v) is a one

parameter group of diffeomorphisDlB of SI,OMi therefore it is induced by a vector field Z,
namely

Z = iva8~a E r(T1.O(Sl.OM));

note that 1r.(Z) = O. Then (3.19) becomes

and (3.20)

Now, we need to compute

(XO, JXO] = i{X +X,X - X) = -2i{X,X),

and

Using Ioeal coordinates we find

{ ]
_ • 0' j B . fJ [8 r a j 8 r a 8]

X, Z - -Ir jj v 8vO' - IV 8z fJ - fJij v EJua - ifJ BvO'

= -i [v fJ~ - r~· vj~] = -iX,8z fJ ,J 8va

(3.21 )

because, by (2.2) and (2.9), rp;j v fJ = r J. It is clear by the definitions and (3.10) that
(X, Z] = Oj finally,

[X X1 - [r6 rfJrö ] jli 8 [ra rßra] -. h 8
,AJ - - ihj - jj fJi h v v Bv a + ih] - j) ßi h vJv Bua

=2(va~-va 8 ) =-2iZo,
8va 8va

where we used (3.12) on SI,O M. So w~ get

and
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Now fix T > 0, and set Ur = erXo vo. Put

Then

where .cxo ia the Lie derivative, and

In other words, u(t) is a solution of the Cauchy problem

19

Therefore
u(t) = ~e2t (2Z~ + (JXO)- ) + ~e-2t (2Z~ - (JXO)- )4 Ur Ur 4 Ur Ur ,

and, in particular,

(3.22)

We are almost done. Recalling (3.15), (3.16), (3.17) and (3.20), it ia clear that we
should prove that

~7r (e(a,anh 'lX· e8Z• vo) I = tJ ~7r (e(a'anh t)X· e8Z• vo)I '
86 8=0 &t 8=0

where we may take B = 0 because Vo is generic. Let us computej using (3.22) we get

~ (atanb t)X
O

8Z
O

- ) I - (atanh t)X
O Z~ - _t_ J X~aB 1T e e Vo - 1T.e. Va - 1 _ t2 1T. Uatanht'

8=0 -

whereas

~1T (e(atanh t)X
O

e 8Zo V ) I = ~tr (e(atanh t)X
O V ) = _l_ tr X~

~ 0 8t 0 1 _ t2 • U..'anh t ,
UL 8=0

and the proof is complete. o
So we have found a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of segments of

geodesie complex curves:
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Corollary 3.4: Let F be a strongly pseudoconvex smooth complex Finsler metric on a
manifold M. Then:

(i) jf (3.12) holds, then for any (p;~) E SI,OM there is a segment of infinitesimal complex
geodesie tangent to (p; ~);

(ii) there exists 8 (tmique) segment of geodesie complex curve tangent to (p; e) for any
(p; e) E SI,OM Hf F is Kiihler and (3.12) holds.

Proof: (i) Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.2.(ii).
(ii) In [AP] it is shown that a segment of geodesie complex curve is a holomorphic

solution of the system (3.1)-(3.2). The assertion then follows from Theorem 3.3 and
Proposition 3.1. 0

A natural question now is whether the completeness of the metric F - together with
Kähler and (3.12) - would imply the existence of geodesie complex curves defined on
the whole unit disk U. The answer is positive, hut for the proof we beforehand need a
discussion of the geometrical meaning of (3.12).

Thanks to Proposition 3.2.(i), we know that a holomorphic solution of (3.1) realizes the
holomorphic curvature and it is an isometry from the Poincare metric to F; in particular,
thua, the holomorphic curvature along the curve should be -4. This suggests to look for
a connection between (3.12) and the holomorphic curvature; and indeed the next result
shows that the connection is provided by a sort of simmetry condition on the curvature.
AnaIogously to the tensor Taip previously introduced, set

H aijj] = GTp(ri;a - r~;i)jJ + GTjlir~aJ - GTjiar~J

= (GTpr~aj)i - (GTpr~J)a;

it is a (4,0)-tensor on (TI,O M)o. Note that

(3.23)

Then

Theorem 3.5: Let F be a strongly pseudoconvex smooth complex Finsler metric on a
manifold M. Then (3.12) holds iff K F =-4 and

- i-·Haijjj vJJv vJ = 0, a = 1, ... ,n. (3.24)

Proof: We start by showing that (3.12) implies KF =-4. Indeed, take (p; e) E SI,O M.
Then, recalling (2.2), (2.6), and (2.10), we get

Therefore (3.12) yields
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From now on we shall assume K F =-4; we ought to prove that in this case (3.12) is
equivalent to (3.24), that is, by (3:23), to

G ( T T) .-. G r T i-'
T r ija - r aji jjV v) = Ta jiJ V v),

By (2.18), KF =-4 is equivalent to

Differentiating with respect to VII we get

0= 1, ... ,n. (3.25)

[ P fJ ] i-' fJ i4GGv = GPVr ji] +GprVii] V v) +Gprjiv v j

multiplying by Gav, and recalling (2.6), we obtain

4G a - [ra + GavG r fJ ] iJ + GCdiG rfJ iv - jij P v;i} V v fJ ;ivv ,

Now,
r fJ - efJPe· efJf'G r u •jij - p;.j - afjj ji'

r p - GPIlG + GfJPG GfJf'G r u GPf'G r u GP'G r u
Vji] - v /l;i] pv;i} - V a"j} ji - ufv;] ji - ufo;j Vii'

Therefore, using (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), (2.6), (2.8) and (2.10), we get

GOJiGpr:;i] = -GovGu;Jr:;i = -GOliGU;j(G:fJGp;i + GUPGpvji)

- _rll C ovG . + r~CovG6PG G·- ;] PO;, j} 6~v 11;'

= -r~(GaoGpliii + GpoGIi;d = -r~jir:.

So (3.26) becomes

4G a - [ra r a r P] iJ +GO'JiG rP iv - jiJ - p;i ;J v v fJ jiv v .

Now, in (2.16) we showed that

GOIiG rfJ i_GaP [G r' G ] ifJ jiv V - jiv - jj 'ji v .

Since, by (2.4) and (2.9),

we get

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)
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Now (2.8) yields

so, by (3.27),
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GOVG';ir:;J = GovG17P;Jr~ - GovG6~yrjr~i

= GOPG17V;Jr~ + r~;ir~ - GovG~Y;ir~J;

GOV{Gv;i] - G,;ir:jj) = (r~J - rpjir~) + GavGpv;ir~.

Smnming up, we have found

GOYG rfJ i - [ra r o ril] i,fJ ;ipv - ;i] - ll;i i] v v

+GaP [Gf"li;i r ; + (G]jD - GV;])ii - Gr;i(r;;" - r~;J)] vi;;J.

For the moment, set

T" = [GJ;" - Gv;] +Gf"r~] vi = TIJJJJ v JJ;7;
recall that (3.6) says that

Therefore
-. , -. [' , ]---r{G];V - GY;]);i v1 = {Tp)ji - {Gi"vrj]);i v1 = {T");i - G'ii;irj] + Gf"prj]i vJ ;

i" f" -. r f ---r
Gi';i{r];ii - r VjJ)v1 = (Tv)ji - Gi"{rjjV - r V;i);i v' .

In conclusion, we have shown that

GO~G,8r~jiVi= [r~] - rpiirfj] vivi +GOv [Gr{r;;p - r~;]);i - Gjifr~]i] vi;7.

Recalling (3.28), we have obtained

4G va = 2[r~J - rp;irfj] vivi + GOY [Gf"{r;;v - r:;]);i - GVfr~i] v·vi ,

and the assertion folIows. 0

H G{Pi v) = 9JJv{P) vJJv" is an hermitian metric, then the tensor H Qip] becomes

H aiji] = 9rjj aa .T{a = ~a~j - RQi~j,
Zl

where Tto ia the torsion of the ehern cOIll1ection associated to the hermitian metric, and
Roip] is the Riemannian curvature tensor of the connection. Setting

T/u, v, w, z E T1,oM R{u,v,w,Z') = ROijjJUoviwJJzi,

a few standard computations show that (3.24) is equivalent to

R{v, w,v,w) +R{v,w,w, 'V) = R{w,v,v, w) +R{w, v, w, v), (3.29)

for all v, w E T1,oM. So (3.24) may be interpreted as a simmetry condition on a curvature
tensor, as anticipated in the introduction. Finally, we also remark that - always in the
hermitian case - (3.24) holds when~=0, because the latter ia equivalent to

Vv,wET1,oM R{v,w,·,·)=R{w,v,',')'

Now that we have an idea of the geometrical meaning of (3.12), we may return to the
study of geodesie complex curves. As anticipated, we are now able to prove the fol1owing
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Theorem 3.6: Let F be a strongly pseudoconvex smooth complete complex Finsler metric
on a manifold M. Assume that the holomorphic curvature of F is identically -4 and
that (3.24) holds. Then for evezy (p; e) E 51,0M there is a unique holomorphic solution
'1': U -+ M of (3.1) defined on the whole unit disk U such that '1'(0) = p and '1"(0) = e.
Proof: First of all, we remark that the distribution CVxo ffi CVzo C T(S1,O M) is involutive.
Indeed, Theorem 3.5 shows that (3.12) holds, and in the proof of Theorem 3.3 we have
already computed [XO, JXO] = -4Zo and [XO, ZO] = -JXo. For the remaining brackets,
using (3.21) we get

[XO, JZO] = XO, [JXo, ZO] = XO, [JXo, JZO] = JXo, [ZO, JZO] = O.

Let N denote the integral leaf of this distribution passing through (p; €). From the proof
of Theorem 3.3 it follows that N = 1l"(N) c M is aRiemann sunace locally parametrized
by the holomorphic solutions of (3.1). In particular, F restricted to N is a complete
hennitian metric of constant Gaussian curvature -4, because of Proposition 3.2. Thus
there is a unique holomorphic covering map t/J: U -+ N which is an isometry between the
Poinca.re metric on U and F restricted to N and such that t/J(O) = p and t/J'(O) = e. But if
'1': Ut: -+ N is the holomorphic solution of (3.1) with r;(0) = p and '1"(0) = e, then r; too is
an isometry between the Poincare metric restricted to Ut: and F restricted to N; it follows
that '1' = tPlu., and t/J is the extension of r; to the whole U we were looking for. 0

Corollary 3.7: Let F be a strongly pseUdOCODvex smooth complete complex Finsler met
ric on a manifold M. Assume that the holomorphic curvature ol F is identically -4 and
that (3.24) holds. Then:

(i) lor any (Pi e) E S1,0M there is an infinitesimal complex geodesie tangent to (p; e);
(ii) ifmoreover Fis Käbler, then for any (Pi e) E S1,OM there is a unique geodesie complex
curve tangent to (Pi e).

Proo{: Theorems 3.5, 3.6 and Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. 0

Actually, we can even get a sort of punctual version of the latter result. As usual, we
need a computation, which by the way c1arifies the relationship among (3.12) and the two
torsion tensors we introduced, T and H. For the sake of simplicity, set

In particular, (3.12) becomes E~JviV7 = 2Gva .

Proposition 3.8: Let F be a strongly pseudoconvex smooth complex Finsler metric on
a ma.nifold M. Then

Haip.J v lJ vi = X (Taip VIl) + (GilTE~aj - GaO'E~J)vi,

{or al1 i, Cl:' = 1, ... ,n, where X is the complex conjugate o{the vector neId deiined in (3.18).
In particular,

Cl:' = 1, ... , n.
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PraoE: By (3.5) and (3.18)

Thus
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(3.30)
X{TOlijj Vii) =GfJ [{r~Ol - r~ii);J - r~{r~a - r~id-r]vj

-r P p-.+ [GpiJ - Gp"1riJ]{riiOl - r aji)VJ •

Now, Gp"r} = GPjJ' and SO the second addendum in (3.30) vanishes. Next, recalling (3.4)
and the UBUal formulas,

GfJ{r~a - r~;i)"1 = -[Givr;ia - GOlvr;iil·

Therefore
- ::in _ P fJ -. v "1 v "Y]-.
X{TaiP vI! ) - Gp{rija - r Olii)jJ vJ + [Givr "1iOlriJ - GavroIO(iiriJ vJ

= Gp{r~Ol - r~ii)iJ;;; - [GivE~aJ - GOlvE~J]vj + {Givr~aJ - Gavr~J)vj

= H aijJJ vI! Tu - [GiaE~aJ - GOlaE~J]vj,

and the assertion follows. o
As a corollary we have

Corollary 3.9: Let F be a strongly pseudoconvex smooth complex Finsler metric on a
maniEold M. Assume tbat the holomorpbic curvature oE F is identically -4 and tbat (3.24)
holds. Take (Po; eo) E SI,O M. Tben tbere is a segment of geodesic complex curve tangent
to (Po; eo) iJf F is Kähler at (Po; eo ), that is iif

a = 1, ... ,n. (3.31)

Tbe segment, jf exists, is unique. Furthermore, jf F is complete tben tbe segment oE
geodesic complex curve actually extends to a wilole geodesic complex curve.

PraoE: One direction is known. Conversely, assurne (3.31) holds. By Theorem 3.5,

G ~17 i-· 0OlaL.JjiJ V vJ = j

hence, by Proposition 3.8, X (TOlijJ vi'V1i) = O. So TOlijl viv#! is constant (and thus zero) along
the solution of (3.1) tangent to (Po; '0); the assertion then follows from Proposition 3.1.0

As already discussed in the introduction, one of the motivations behind this work
was to find a differential description of the properties oI the Kobayashi metric in strongly
convex domains. We conclude then with the following:

Corollary 3.10: Let F be a strongly pseudoconvex smootb complete complex Finsler
metric on a manjfold M. Assume that (3.12) holds or, equivalently, that KF =-4 and
(3.24) bolds. Tben F is tbe Kobayashi metric oE M.

ProoE: By Theorem 3.5, in both ca.ses the holomorphic curvature of Fis -4. F\trthermore,
by Theorem 3.6 F is realizable. The assertion then follows from Proposition 1.7. 0
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